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Sex Ed: Home-Schooling for Parents
Sure, you’d love to believe that your kids won’t find out what sex is until their wedding night,
despite the fact that they were conceived in one of countless, sexually liberated marathons between you and
their father. Yet, when it comes to your own children, you become positively Victorian in your attitudes toward
sex. The question is: Can this parental primness hurt your kids? The answer is ‘Yes’.
Sexually healthy children grow into sexually healthy adolescents and then sexually healthy adults. So while
this column is usually about your adult sexual issues, this time I’m focusing on sex and your kids.
So how can you model healthy sexual attitudes and behaviour at home? First, start by modelling healthy affection, not just by cuddling your child, but by cuddling your spouse. This shows your child that touch and kissing
between loving adults is fun and beautiful. Besides, you two should kiss more, anyway. Psychological research
shows that even family nudity (walking from the shower nude; all of you jumping in the lake in the altogether)
has no negative effects on children, and may in fact increase their comfort with their own bodies. Common sense
should prevail here. Once children hit their tweens, they become more focused on their bodies and more easily
embarrassed. At this point, the family might want to initiate bathrobes in public areas of the house, while allowing kids to know that Mom and Dad still march around nude in their own spaces.
Normalize and encourage your children’s natural touch exploration of their own bodies and give fundamental
information about sexual functioning so they do not learn (as I did) about sex from the elementary school expert
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Passion Pointers
Talk to your kids about sex.

Be afraid, if you must, but feel the fear and do it
anyway l Acknowledge that it can feel funny and
embarrassing to talk about sex and bodies, and
that is okay l Get your spouse involved.
He was involved at conception; he can darn
well share this sex education stuff, too
l Keep it simple and lighthearted. Talk about
one thing at a time and have several short
conversations at different times so you don’t
overwhelm your child (or yourself).
l Pat yourself on the back. Your
loving efforts are starting your children on a
path to a healthier and satisfying sexual life, one
grounded in love, communication and respect.

All we want is an independent Québec within a strong and united Canada.

Yvon Deschamps, 1978

